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Diamonds on Wabash

Diamonds on Wabash to Host Simon G.
Celebrity Designer Signature Event Next Week
During this one-day-only event, shop over 800 stunning bridal and fashion
jewelry designs straight from the brand's design studio in Los Angeles.

CHICAGO, Illinois, October 10, 2019 (Newswire.com) - No

one does diamond-studded elegance better than Simon G.

That’s why, as an authorized retailer of the brand, Diamonds

on Wabash is excited to host their first-ever Simon G.

Celebrity Designer Event.

The event takes place on Thursday, October 17th at the

retailer’s showroom on Jewelers Row; from 1PM to 6PM,

attendees can browse the latest styles from the esteemed designer, including engagement rings and

wedding bands, colorful gemstone jewelry, diamond earrings and bracelets, and so much more. See

firsthand the two- and three-toned metal look that Simon G. single-handedly brought back in vogue

while sipping on complimentary drinks from Diamonds on Wabash.

Shop for the perfect engagement ring setting from beloved collections like Passion, Classic Romance,

and Vintage Explorer -- and then finish it off with a diamond, sapphire, emerald, or ruby from the

retailer’s inventory! 

For those interested in creating a one-of-a-kind look, a Simon G. representative will also be available

at the event to bring any visions of custom designed jewelry to life. 

Reserve an appointment today and receive a free gift bag at the event! RSVP by sending an email to

info@diamondsonwabash.com or calling (312) 322-3133. For more information on the event or the

collections that will be available that day, contact Diamonds on Wabash directly.

About Diamonds on Wabash

Located in Chicago’s famed Jewelers Row, Diamonds on Wabash provides Chicagoland with the finest

quality engagement rings, wedding bands, fashion jewelry, and loose gemstones. They also work with

clients to create custom one-of-a-kind jewelry treasures worthy of being passed down for

generations. In addition to their unparalleled customer care and accomplished jewelry workmanship,

the retailer is known for carrying a wide array of sapphires, emeralds, and rubies for their clients’

needs. 

Visit their website at diamondsonwabash.com, or contact their showroom at (312) 332-3133 for

information on their products, services, and more. 
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